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Why is there an increasing lack of trust in politicians? How can we explain the fake news 
phenomenon? Why is gender identity becoming more diverse?  
 
People are fascinated by psychology, and what makes humans tick. Why do we think and 
behave the way we do? We’ve all met armchair psychologists claiming to have the 
answers, and people that ask if psychologists can tell what they’re thinking. The 
Psychology of Everything is a series of books which debunk the popular myths and 
pseudo-science surrounding some of life’s biggest questions.  
  

The series explores the hidden psychological factors that drive us, from our subconscious 
desires and aversions, to our natural social instincts. Absorbing, informative, and always 
intriguing, each book is written by an expert in the field, examining how research-based 
knowledge compares with popular wisdom, and showing how psychology can truly 
enrich our understanding of modern life. 
  

Applying a psychological lens to an array of topics and contemporary concerns - from sex, 
to fashion, to gender identity, to conspiracy theories - The Psychology of Everything will 
make you look at everything in a new way.  

 

Explore the series by visiting www.routledge.com/The-Psychology-of-Everything/book-
series/POE 

For press enquiries, review copies and interviews please contact: 
Tom Eden 
Associate Marketing Manager 
tom.eden@tandf.co.uk 
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About Taylor & Francis Group 
 
Taylor & Francis Group partners with researchers, scholarly societies, universities and 
libraries worldwide to bring knowledge to life. As one of the world’s leading publishers of 
scholarly journals, books, ebooks and reference works our content spans all areas of 
Humanities, Social Sciences, Behavioural Sciences, Science, and Technology and 
Medicine. 

From our network of offices in Oxford, New York, Philadelphia, Boca Raton, Boston, 
Melbourne, Singapore, Beijing, Tokyo, Stockholm, New Delhi and Johannesburg, Taylor & 
Francis staff provide local expertise and support to our editors, societies and authors and 
tailored, efficient customer service to our library colleagues. 
 

   

 

 


